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Tailored specifically to the needs of students, these portable paperback dictionaries are the ideal

companions for anyone beginning to learn Spanish or French.With its student-friendly features and

compact paperback format, the Larousse Pocket Student Dictionary is an invaluable tool for

beginning language learners and teachers. Available in both Spanish-English and French-English

editions, the Larousse Pocket Student Dictionary offers a clear layout and eye-catching design that

make the dictionary fun to browse and easy to use. The vocabulary has been adapted specifically to

the needs of students, and thousands of examples show words used in context.The dictionary

features: &#149; 20,000 words and phrases with 45,000 translations&#149; no confusing

abbreviations&#151;parts of speech and noun genders are given in full&#149; boxed entries on

aspects of life and culture in Spanish-speaking or French-speaking countries&#149; warning boxes

for false cognates&#149; grammar notes to explain common difficulties when learning a new

language
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The Larousse editorial team includes many language and reference experts based in countries



around the world. In this way the linguistic team keeps it's finger on the pulse of living languages as

spoken by the native language speakers of these countries.

EXCELLENT

My rating belies the fact that I like this dictionary a lot. It gives many examples of usage that gives

you a better understanding of the language. However, it has one major flaw: it does not notify you,

the inexperienced student, if a verb is irregular and offers you not help in conjugation other than the

examples provided, which are not numerous enough for you to be able to conjugate every verb

tense. Thus, I gave this dictionary to a friend and boughtÃ‚Â HarperCollins Beginner's Spanish

Dictionary, 2nd EditionÃ‚Â (C) 2005. This dictionary is larger but still manageable, and it shows you

how to fully conjugate every verb in the dictionary. My advice, though, is to check a book store first

to find one that suits your taste. With a dictionary like this, it's probably not necessary to buy _501

Spanish Verbs_. Also, Larousse has larger dictionaries that do give conjugation information, but

their small b&w print is harder to read than either this dictionary or the HarperCollins one, which use

three colors (green here; blue in HC).

I bought 50 of these to hand out to my ESL students and they love it. I taught them how to look up

words and we use it in class everyday. I am very surprised at the price. I absolutely love this

product.

Exactly what the teacher recommended for a Spanish 2 High School class. Good level of detail

without being overwhelming. Small enough to fit nicely in backpack.

It is a finedictionary - but too big to be a "pocket" dictionary. I did not take it with me to Spain as I

hoped I coyld

As an adult whose working on my Spanish, I'm disappointed. There are many words missing, and

so it is not too useful for me. I guess that's why it is called a "pocket student dictionary."

This is a very nice dictionary, but I wouldn't describe it as "pocket sized"--it's compact, but it would

only fit in a very large pocket, like a coat or jacket pocket. It includes example sentences that are

very helpful.



Not quite a pocket size book but great content
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